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Abstract

Background
Cultural competence (CC) resides at the core of undergraduate and postgraduate medical and health
professional education, with a multitude of policies demonstrating an expectation that healthcare
professionals can work effectively with an increasingly diverse population. The evolution of CC
studies has resulted in the existence of multiple theoretical frameworks and models, each emphasising
certain elements of culturally competent care, but generally lacking in providing a coherent and
systematic approach to teaching this subject. Despite, recent efforts to establish common
competencies and standards for CC education, the overall approach and learning objectives are still
unclear, resulting in a wide variability in how this subject is understood, taught and evaluated. We aim
to critically review the theoretical frameworks and models on CC in medical and healthcare settings to
explore the following main research questions:
1. What are the domains and attributes of a systematic critical approach to achieving CC in
medicine and healthcare?
2. What are the intersecting relationships across various domains and attributes that constitute a
systematic critical approach to CC?
3. What interpretive frame does this systematic critical approach to CC provide in understanding
the social responsibilities of healthcare professionals in addressing healthcare inequalities?

Method
Five databases will be used to conduct a systematic search for the theoretical frameworks and models
on CC in medical and healthcare settings. Existing CC frameworks and models reside in various
disciplines and involve studies with divergent qualitative approaches. Therefore, meta-ethnography is
chosen in this review to allow us to interpret findings across multiple studies, leading towards new
theorisations of CC. This review will draw upon the interpretive framework of critical theory as it
offers a reflexive approach that respects the complexity of differing theorisations and permits an
exploration beyond merely describing and aggregating CC frameworks and models. At the same time
it attends to the undercurrent of political and societal issues that have influenced the development of
CC frameworks and models.

A scoping review using three of the selected databases (Medline, CINHAL, and Web of Science) has
been conducted to explore and justify how data will be extracted and analysed in this study. The
Critical Appraisal Skills Program (CASP) quality assessment tool will be used to assess the quality of
the studies. We intend to use the seven steps of meta-ethnography developed by Noblit and Hare
(1988) to guide our synthesis, interpretation and presentation of findings that will illustrate new
theorisations of CC.
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Findings from initial scoping review
The initial scoping review resulted in a total of 850 papers. After rigorous screening by title and
abstract, full text and removing duplications, a final total of 102 papers were retrieved. Data was
extracted using EndNoteX9 and theoretical frameworks and/or models presented visually using
diagrams or pictures were extracted and analysed separately. This enabled the interrelations of
individual competence components within each model and across different models to be explored.
The included articles were predominantly qualitative studies. However, we recognised the value of the
small number articles reporting other methods, namely cohort studies and literature reviews which
yielded a conceptualisation of CC. We therefore decided to also include them in the dataset. We have
tested the feasibility of using the applicable CASP checklists to assess quality of the respective
articles.

Discussion
This critical review will provide an up-to-date synthesis of current studies that conceptualise CC
frameworks and models in medical and healthcare settings across international contexts. We expect
the review to result in the construction of a new model that defines CC domains and attributes, with
an exploration of the meanings and interconnectivity among these aspects. The new CC model will
provide a systematic approach and a set of guiding principles for culturally appropriate care, thus
creating a more coherent understanding of this subject, which will support high quality educational
interventions. Furthermore, this review will provide greater clarity on how CC models and
frameworks facilitate an understanding of the social responsibilities of healthcare professionals in
addressing healthcare inequalities.

Systematic review registration
Registration will be completed with BEME.
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2. Background to the topic

CC education has been informed by an assortment of theorisations on what constitutes cultural
competence. It was initially proposed as a strategy for eliminating racial/ethnic healthcare
inequalities, but recent definitions expanded to address the healthcare needs of socially marginalised
and disadvantaged cultural groups. Several definitions of CC exist, the most commonly cited being “a
set of congruent behaviours, attitudes and policies that come together in a system, agency or among
professionals and enables that system, agency or those professionals to work effectively in crosscultural situations” (Cross et al, 1989; p.2).

Cultural competence (CC) resides at the core of undergraduate and postgraduate medical and health
professional education, with an expectation that healthcare professionals can treat an increasingly
diverse patient population effectively and appropriately (Department of Health, 2012; General
Medical Council, 2009; Association of American Medical Colleges, 2019). Regulatory and
educational bodies in most developed countries stipulate that medical and healthcare graduates be able
to provide culturally sensitive and appropriate care. This is evidenced in guidelines and/or graduate
outcomes published by the Liaison Council on Medical Education in the United States, the General
Medical Council in the United Kingdom, the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency, and
the Association of Faculties of Medicine in Canada. Medical and healthcare educational institutions
aiming to meet the above outcomes are seen to have varying degrees of CC programmes, resulting in
a patchy and mixed picture, both nationally and internationally (Dogra et al, 2012).

a. Cultural competence theoretical frameworks and models

The evolution of CC studies has resulted in the existence of multiple theoretical frameworks and
models, each emphasising certain elements of culturally competent care, however generally lacking in
providing a coherent and systematic approach to teaching this subject (George et al, 2019). Since its
introduction in the 1980s, a range of frameworks and models for CC have flourished, and the
conceptualisation of the subject has evolved through several phases from a reductionist approach
focusing on cultural knowledge, towards a more dynamic approach underpinned by critical social
theory (Kumagai et al, 2009; Dogra et al, 2016). Traditionally, CC frameworks and models
emphasised the importance of developing cultural knowledge or ‘cultural expertise’ as a way of
becoming proficient in serving culturally diverse populations. These notions of CC were reflected in
definitions of culture which favoured group-based distinctions, categorising sets of individuals based
on factors such as religion, race or ethnicity (Bhui et al, 2012). Over the years, CC models have
increasingly attracted criticisms concerning their underpinning assumptions that healthcare
professionals can learn or know enough about other cultural groups and develop a full understanding
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of cultures that are different from their own. Criticisms were made of the inherent disregard for the
complexity of culture and the assumption that one could become culturally competent by simply
learning general facts about certain cultural groups (Kai et al, 2007). Recent research demonstrates a
theoretical progression away from knowledge-based CC models to process-oriented models, where
understanding one-self takes precedence over gaining knowledge and expertise about others (Bintley
and George, 2019).

b. Limitations of existing systematic reviews

Our initial search identified an absence of systematic reviews that specifically synthesise CC
conceptualisation in frameworks and models. Existing reviews mainly focus on studies of
educational/training interventions, most of which use one or several published frameworks/models as
a guiding structure for their interventions. This is evidenced in Alizadeh et al (2016) systematic
review which explores CC dimensions and learning outcomes. Whilst, the review identifies
descriptive lists of CC models relating to specific outcomes, it is limited in elaborating on the
distinctions between models, the meanings of desired attributes and the interconnectivity across
different CC dimensions. George et al (2015) conducted a critical interpretive review of CC training
in UK healthcare settings and similarly provides only a descriptive list of CC interventions and
concludes that CC education is ‘under-developed, under-theorised and piecemeal in nature’. These
findings concur with the literature on CC in the United States, Canada and Europe (Dogra et al, 2010,
Betancourt, 2005; Sorenson, 2019). Other recent reviews have similarly tended to focus on
synthesising interventions to improve CC (Truong et al, 2014; Alizadeh et al, 2016; Price et al, 2008)
or evaluative/ outcome measures used to determine the effectiveness of CC programmes (Shen et al,
2015; Renzaho et al, 2013; Kumas-Tan, 2007; Anderson et al, 2003; Bhui et al, 2007).

Various CC models have been applied in healthcare education, but the literature infrequently refers to
a clear theoretical position. The reviews highlighted above, illustrate the limited clarity and rigour in
identifying a sound theoretical framework to guide CC education. Different philosophies and
theoretical frameworks view culture and CC differently, leading to divergent approach to education
and healthcare interventions (Dogra et al, 2015). In return, diversified CC models and
conceptualisations create confusion among professionals and educators about what constitute
culturally appropriate care, and effective cultural education.
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c. Politicalised cultural competence education and research

CC education has often been criticised for being driven by politics and legislations about
discrimination and equality. For a long time, CC education in many health educational settings has
been seen as a separated part of the healthcare curriculum, as opposed to embedded within all aspects
of clinical care (Hudelson et al., 2016; Dogra et al., 2016; George et al., 2015; Hordijk et al., 2019).
Many studies report that medical and healthcare educators feel ill-equipped and poorly prepared to
facilitate discussions on social and diversity issues that commonly provoke discomfort and resistance
(Abrams and Gibson, 2007; Stith-Williams, 2007). The passing of the Equality Act 2010 in the UK,
for instance, generated immediate responses from regulatory bodies of health schools in the country,
which subsequently fuelled the learned interest in theoretical and educational development of CC as a
subject in its own right in medical and health curricula. Training has been shifting from
conventionally oversimplified learning of static cultural knowledge about others, towards a more
dynamic internalised development underpinned by critical social theory. Our knowledge about CC, a
new subject intrinsically associated with the ever evolving culturally diverse societies, is still limited.
However, we are in a better political time and space to advance our understanding and practice
collectively as a community of healthcare professionals and educators. This review is therefore
intended to form a timely response to this call.

d. Contribution to knowledge and practice

This review will firstly provide an up-to-date synthesis of current conceptualisations of CC in the
form of frameworks and models in medical and healthcare settings across international contexts.
Secondly, it will result in the construction of a new model that defines CC domains, competence
attributes, and interconnectivity among them, with refined definitions of related terms and concepts.
Through the lens of the critical theory, this model will afford us the capacity to engage with the
broader discussion about societal roles of healthcare professionals in achieving health equality and
diversity.

The new CC model will provide a systematic approach and a set of guiding principles for CC high
quality educational interventions. The model may be used by healthcare professionals and policy
makers to improve their own practice in order to provide better care to patients from diverse
backgrounds. The findings will also provide directions for future research into culture and healthcare.

3. Definitions

For the purposes of this meta-ethnographic review, the following definitions will be used:
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Healthcare refers to the maintenance or improvement of health via the prevention,
diagnosis, treatment, recovery, or cure of disease, illness, injury, and other physical and
mental impairments in people. In this review we consider medicine, nursing, midwifery,
dentistry, pharmacy, psychology and other health professions as part of health care. We also
consider healthcare initiatives provided in primary, secondary and tertiary care, as well as in
public health.



Framework, also known as conceptual framework, is a chosen set of conditions representing
the general assumptions and operational definitions of a phenomenon, thereby creating
boundaries for investigation. Frameworks are a set of assumptions that gives rise to models
that explain the mechanics of these processes. A framework provides an overarching structure
and connectivity for a chosen topic and indicates the directions of a study prior to the
selection of methodological approaches of the review.



Models define the theoretical concepts that underscore the dimensions and components of
empirical investigations. A model is developed within a framework and is a descriptive tool
that can help impose some order to how dimensions/variables are potentially interrelated.



Theories represents thought processes, ideas or concepts that often emerge from models, but
they are prescriptive, not merely descriptive and can therefore be tested. Theory is based on
rational as well as abstract and generalised thinking within a topic.



Principles are rules that are based on agreed values or scientific guidelines. Principles are
sometimes interchangeable in place of theories in the broader literature.

4. Review aims and objectives

Incorporating a critical perspective, this review aims to synthesise theoretical frameworks and models
on CC in medical and healthcare settings to explore the following main research questions:
1. What are the domains and attributes of a systematic critical approach to achieving CC in
medicine and healthcare?
2. What are the intersecting relationships across various domains and attributes that constitute a
systematic critical approach to CC?
3. What interpretive frame does this systematic critical approach to CC provide in understanding
the social responsibilities of healthcare professionals in addressing healthcare inequalities?

The objectives are to:


Provide an up to date synthesis of current studies that conceptualise CC frameworks and
models in medical and healthcare settings internationally.
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Construct a new model that defines CC domains and attributes, with an exploration of the
meanings and interconnectivity of these aspects.



Build an interpretive account from synthesising CC frameworks and models and the potential
development of a new CC model to facilitate an understanding of the social responsibilities of
healthcare professionals in addressing healthcare inequalities.



Provide useful information and important consideration points for medical and healthcare
professionals and educators and policy makers in how CC is conceptualised, understood,
taught and enacted in practice.

Key words: Cultural competence, culture, model, framework, healthcare, medical and health
professional education.

a.

Theoretical approach to review

This review will draw upon the framework of critical theory as it offers a reflexive approach that
respects the complexity of differing theorisations and permits an exploration beyond merely
describing and aggregating CC frameworks and models. At the same time, it considers the
undercurrent of political and societal issues that have influenced the development of CC frameworks
and models.

Critical theory is a social theory orientated towards critiquing and changing society as a whole. It
differs from other interpretive frameworks in social research, such as constructivism, which typically
focus on describing/interpreting a social phenomenon. Critical theory “respects the complexity of the
social world” and enables an examination of the “competing power interests between groups and
individuals within society” (Grant et al, 2013; p.5). This angle affords this review the ability to go
beyond descriptive accounts for what CC is, and instigate a critical agenda to empower the vulnerable
and marginalised.

5. Study selection criteria

We will limit the search results to include only peer-reviewed journal articles and papers published in
English. Searches for studies will be both comprehensive and exhaustive. This approach is in keeping
with the methods of primary qualitative research that suggests the use of theoretical sampling until
data saturation is reached (Shaw et al. 2004). The inclusion and exclusion criteria for studies are
shown below:
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Inclusion criteria are:


Empirical studies in English.



Papers published since and including the year 1990 to 2020.



Papers presenting a distinctive conceptualisation of CC in a theoretical framework and/or
model or theory applicable to medical and/ or health professional education and practice.



Papers presenting a new or an existing CC framework or model in an evaluative study of any
educational intervention.



Studies using a qualitative study design. Cohort studies, systematic reviews and literature
reviews will also be considered if they yield a distinct conceptualisation of CC.

Exclusion criteria are:


Papers not presenting any conceptualisation of CC in a theoretical framework and/or model
applicable to medical and/ or health professional education and practice.



Papers presenting CC theoretical frameworks and models outside the field of medical and/or
health professional education and practice.



Papers presenting CC or cultural educational interventions without reference to an established
CC theoretical framework and/or model or establishing a framework/model of its own.



Opinion or perspective papers that do not have a methodology.



Studies in languages other than English.



Papers published before the year 1989.

6. Search sources

Five databases will be used to conduct a systematic search for theoretical frameworks and models on
CC in medical and healthcare settings. These include Web of Science, Medline, CINAHL, PsycINFO
and ERIC. The justification for why these six databases have been chosen is outlined below:


Web of Science (WoS)

WoS is a major resource for science, social science and arts and humanities. It consists of the Science
Citation Index, Social Sciences Citation Index and Arts and Humanities Citation Index. Web of
Science is available as part of the Web of Knowledge, which also provides the ISI Proceedings
database and Journal Citation Reports. This database will enable us to reach a wide scope of relevant
papers on CC in the field of social sciences and humanities.
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Medline

Medline is the most widely used database for information retrieval in biomedicine and health, a key
focal area of our study. The subject coverage is extensive with an emphasis on clinical medicine,
dentistry and biomedical research. It also covers nursing, chemistry and pharmacology, biological and
physical sciences, microbiology, health care delivery, nutrition, psychiatry, psychology,
environmental health, social science and education.


CINAHL

CINAHL is a major literature resource in the field of nursing and allied health and is the most widely
used and comprehensive database for locating nursing and midwifery journal articles. Subject
coverage also includes journals from the allied health disciplines such as physiotherapy, occupational
therapy, health education, nutrition and dental hygiene. Similar to the above databases, this will
enable to us to search a wider scope of literature, relevant to a range of different medical and
healthcare fields.


PsycINFO

PsycINFO’s main focus is psychology and psychiatry; its coverage includes education, medicine,
nursing, law and social work, education and linguistics. This database enables us to search for subject
specific papers on CC.


ERIC

ERIC covers education-related literature including teacher education, testing, measurement and
evaluation. Some records in ERIC provide direct links to the full text of publications online.

7. Search strategy
An initial pilot scoping review using three of the selected databases, namely, Web of Science,
CINAHL and Medline was conducted to get a sense of the resources available and explore and justify
how data will be extracted and analysed in this study. An initial search was conducted on the three
databases with a time period limit of between years 1990 to 2020, using search terms that
encompassed three key concepts shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Search terms
Concept A

Concept B

Concept C

cultural competen*

health

model

multi-cultural competen* healthcare

models
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intercultural competen*

framework

cross-cultural competen*

frameworks

trans-cultural competen*

toolkit

diversity

toolkits

cultural sensibility

principle

cultural sensitivity

principles

cultural awareness

theory

cultural skills

theories

culturally competent
trans-cultural competen*
cultural humility
cultural safety
structural competen*

Pilot searches were developed, tested and adapted using comparable indexing terms specific to certain
databases. The search strategy was refined iteratively and time was taken to ensure it evolved
organically. The search strategy was augmented through reference chaining, consultation with experts
and team members and key-terms listed within relevant studies to increase the empirical applicability.
The scoping search strategies that were used in Web of Science, CINAHL and Medline are as follows,
see Figure 2. For each database, the following filters were used for all three databases:


Language: English



Research/publications type: Peer reviewed articles (no books to be included)



Timeline: 1990 – 2020 (no month to be included)



Research area/ categories or disciplines: All that are relevant to healthcare and medicine



Participants: Human

Figure 2: Search strategies
Web of Science
(core collection)

1. TOPIC: (cultural competen*) OR TOPIC: (multi-cultural competen*)
OR TOPIC: (intercultural competen*) OR TOPIC: (cross-cultural
competen*) OR TOPIC: (trans-cultural competen*) OR TOPIC:
(diversity) OR TOPIC: (cultural sensibility) OR TOPIC: (cultural
sensitivity) OR TOPIC: (cultural awareness) OR TOPIC: (cultural skills)
OR TOPIC: (culturally competent) OR TOPIC: (trans-cultural
competen*) OR TOPIC: (cultural humility) OR TOPIC: (cultural safety)
OR TOPIC: (structural competen*)
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2. TOPIC: (health) OR TOPIC: (healthcare)
3. TITLE: (model) OR TITLE: (models) OR TITLE: (framework) OR
TITLE: (frameworks) OR TITLE: (toolkit) OR TITLE: (toolkits) OR
TITLE: (principle) OR TITLE: (principles) OR TITLE: (theory) OR
TITLE: (theories)
4. combine 1 & 2 & 3
5. Limiter: English; peer-reviewed articles; publications in irrelevant
research areas (e.g. computer science, fishery, molecular science) are
excluded; publications in the area of psychology and psychiatry are
excluded as additional searches will be conducted in PsycInfo.
Results: 696
1. TI,AB ( “cultural competen*” OR “multi-cultural competen*” OR
“intercultural competen*” OR “cross-cultural competen*” OR “transcultural competen*” OR diversity OR “cultural sensibility” OR “cultural
sensitivity” OR “cultural awareness” OR “cultural skills” OR “culturally
competent” OR “trans-cultural competen*”OR “cultural humility” OR
“cultural safety” OR “structural competen*”)
2. TI,AB (health OR healthcare)
3. TI ( model OR models OR framework OR frameworks OR toolkit OR
toolkits OR principle OR principles OR theory OR theories)
4. 1 AND 2 AND 3

CINAHL

Or
S1: TI ( “cultural competen*” OR “multi-cultural competen*” OR
“intercultural competen*” OR “cross-cultural competen*” OR “transcultural competen*” OR diversity OR “cultural sensibility” OR “cultural
sensitivity” OR “cultural awareness” OR “cultural skills” OR “culturally
competent” OR “trans-cultural competen*”OR “cultural humility” OR
“cultural safety” OR “structural competen*” ) OR AB ( “cultural
competen*” OR “multi-cultural competen*” OR “intercultural competen*”
OR “cross-cultural competen*” OR “trans-cultural competen*” OR diversity
OR “cultural sensibility” OR “cultural sensitivity” OR “cultural awareness”
OR “cultural skills” OR “culturally competent” OR “trans-cultural
competen*”OR “cultural humility” OR “cultural safety” OR “structural
competen*” )
S2: TI ( health OR healthcare ) OR AB ( health OR healthcare )
S3: TI ( model OR models OR framework OR frameworks OR toolkit OR
toolkits OR principle OR principles OR theory OR theories )
S4: S1 AND S2 AND S3

Medline

Results: 506
1. ((((((((((TI cultural competen* OR TI multi-cultural competen* OR TI
intercultural competen* OR TI cross-cultural competen* OR TI transcultural competen* OR TI diversity OR TI ( cultural sensibility OR
cultural sensitivity ) OR TI cultural awareness OR TI ( cultural skills OR
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cultural competent ) OR TI trans-cultural competen* OR TI cultural
humility OR TI cultural safety
AB cultural competen* OR AB multi-cultural competen* OR AB
intercultural competen* OR AB cross-cultural competen* OR AB transcultural competen* OR AB diversity OR AB ( cultural sensibility OR
cultural sensitivity ) OR AB cultural awareness OR AB ( cultural skills
OR cultural competent ) OR AB trans-cultural competen* OR AB
cultural humility OR AB cultural safety)
2. (TI health OR TI healthcare)
(AB health OR AB healthcare)
3. ((((((((((TI model OR TI models OR TI framework OR TI frameworks
OR TI toolkit OR TI toolkits OR TI principle OR TI principles OR TI
theory OR TI theories
4. #s1 and #s2 and #s3
Results: 203
The results of the scoping literature searches were exported to EndNote X9 and separate libraries for
each database search were kept. Once all three libraries were merged into a single EndNote library
and duplicates were removed, a total of 850 results were obtained. See Tables 1 and 2 below:
Table 1: Initial search results
Cinahl
WoS
(Web of Science)
Medline
Duplicates removed

111
696
150
107
850

Table 2: Of the 850 initial results -papers from each database
Database
Cinahl
WoS
(Web of Science)
Medline

64
636
150

The 850 results were divided into five groups, comprising of 170 papers to screen by title and
abstract. See breakdown below in Table 3:
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Table 3: Papers allocated to research members for title and abstract screening
Research team
Peter
Shuangyu
Jia
Candan
Riya

64 Cinahl + 106 WoS
170 WoS
170 WoS
150 Medline + 20 WoS
170 WoS

All five groups of results were imported to the systematic review software ‘Rayyen QCRI’
(rayyan.qcri.org/welcome) to facilitate a robust screening process by title and abstract in accordance
with the inclusion and exclusion criteria to focus on the retrieval of items/ papers that explicitly
included a theoretical framework or model on CC in medical and/or healthcare setting. A calibration
exercise was performed among the whole research team to ensure consistency and clarity when
reviewing papers by title and abstract. Each research team member in addition to screening 170
results in their allocated folder, also blindly screened a random collection of 17 papers (10%) in
another research member’s folder. Consistent labels for including and excluding papers were used in
Rayyen by every research team member. See below in Figure 3:

Figure 3: Examples of the included and excluded labels used in Rayyen

By utilising the software Rayyen an archive of the reasons for inclusion and exclusion of papers could
be retrieved. If research team members were unsure if a paper was meant to be included or excluded,
these were noted as ‘maybe’ (see Figure 4 below) and were collectively reviewed and discussed in
allocated pairs.
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Figure 4: Utilising the systematic review software Rayyen

Ten percent of all articles were inter rated in pairs. Interrater reliability was calculated by using
Cohen’s Kappa co-efficient. Cohen Kappa (K) was 0.768, p<0.0005. We also looked at differences
between different groups in terms of level of agreement conducting one way ANOVA. There was no
significant difference between pairs who conducted the inter article rating. A screening summary
could be attained for each research member (group) after reviewing by title and abstract to illustrate
the number of articles included and excluded. See Table 4 below.

Table 4: Screening summary by title and abstract
Research team
Group 1 Peter
Group 2 Candan
Group 3 Shuangyu
Group 4 Jia
Group 5 Riya

Included
36
48
36
32
48
200

Excluded
134
122
134
138
122
650

*4 duplicates found
196
The 196 results were then exported to EndNoteX9 into a single library and were divided into five
folders for full text screening (groups of 39/40 papers each) in accordance with the same inclusion
and exclusion criteria. Full text papers were retrieved using access to four institutional databases. For
those which could not be found, an inter-library loan was requested. Similar to the screening by title
and abstract, ten percent of all articles were inter-rated. Table 5 illustrates the total of number of
papers that were included and excluded after full text screening.
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Table 5: Screening summary by full text
Research team
Group 1 Peter
Group 2 Candan
Group 3 Shuangyu
Group 4 Jia
Group 5 Riya

Included
33
12
22
18
17
102

Excluded
6
27
17
21
23
94

Figure 5 below summaries the process for how items were sampled and screened. After screening by
title and abstract, full text and removing duplicates a total of 102 results were left. Examples of the
citations of the 102 papers are provided in Appendix 1.

Figure 5: Overview of screening process
Broad search strategy combining freetext and subject-heading terms

Reference chaining and
hand searching
(n = x)

Electronic Database Search (3 databases)

850 records identified

Papers screened by title and abstract
(n = 850)

650 papers excluded

Full text papers reviewed and assessment
of duplication of papers across databases
(n = 196)

4 papers excluded

Full text retrieved and papers included in
the synthesis
(n = 102)

94 papers excluded

Following the initial pilot scoping, literature searches will be conducted in PsycINFO and Education
Resources Information Centre (ERIC). The search strategies for these databases are as follows:
PsycINFO

1. ((((((((((TI cultural competen* OR TI multi-cultural competen* OR TI
intercultural competen* OR TI cross-cultural competen* OR TI transcultural competen* OR TI diversity OR TI ( cultural sensibility OR
cultural sensitivity ) OR TI cultural awareness OR TI ( cultural skills OR
cultural competent ) OR TI trans-cultural competen* OR TI cultural
humility OR TI cultural safety
AB cultural competen* OR AB multi-cultural competen* OR AB
intercultural competen* OR AB cross-cultural competen* OR AB transcultural competen* OR AB diversity OR AB ( cultural sensibility OR
cultural sensitivity ) OR AB cultural awareness OR AB ( cultural skills
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OR cultural competent ) OR AB trans-cultural competen* OR AB cultural
humility OR AB cultural safety
2. (TI health OR TI healthcare)
(AB health OR AB healthcare)
3. ((((((((((TI model OR TI models OR TI framework OR TI frameworks
OR TI toolkit OR TI toolkits OR TI principle OR TI principles OR TI
theory OR TI theories)
4. #s1 and #s2 and #s3
ERIC

1. ((((((((((TI cultural competen* OR TI multi-cultural competen* OR TI
intercultural competen* OR TI cross- cultural competen* OR TI transcultural competen* OR TI diversity OR TI ( cultural sensibility OR
cultural sensitivity ) OR TI cultural awareness OR TI ( cultural skills OR
culturally competent ) OR TI trans-cultural competen* OR TI cultural
humility OR TI ( cultural safety OR structural competent )
AB cultural competen* OR AB multi-cultural competen* OR AB
intercultural competen* OR AB cross-cultural competen* OR AB transcultural competen* OR AB diversity OR AB ( cultural sensibility OR
cultural sensitivity ) OR AB cultural awareness OR AB ( cultural skills
OR culturally competent ) OR AB trans-cultural competen* OR AB
cultural humility OR AB ( cultural safety OR structural competent )
2. (TI health AND TI healthcare) AND (AB health AND AB healthcare)
3. ((((((((((TI model OR TI models OR TI framework OR TI frameworks
OR TI toolkit OR TI toolkits OR TI principle OR TI principles OR TI
theory OR TI theories
4. 1 and 2 and 3

An expected timeline of the project is shown below:
Activity
Submit protocol to BEME
Await review from BEME and make
revisions
Data search
Data extraction and appraisal of
studies
Synthesis of data
Report results and prepare for
publication

Estimated Time
3- 5 months

Month-Year
May 2020
May – Sep 2020

3 months
3 months

Sep – Nov 2020
Nov – Jan 2021

4 months
1 -3 month

Jan – Apr 2021
May – July 2021
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7. Extracting data
From the 102 articles, 10 articles were randomly selected by one member of the research team, using
a random number generator, to explore how best to extract the data. Contextual data about the papers
was first extracted using Excel, noting the paper number, date, title, authors, method, geographical
context, discipline. Key details about the model and reflections on the paper were then extracted using
Nvivo (see Appendix 2 as an example) Of the 10 articles, 3 were excluded on reading of the full text
as they did not satisfy the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The reasons for excluding papers was noted
in the ‘reflections’ section to maintain a transparent audit trail.
In reviewing the full text articles, theoretical frameworks and models on CC were often presented
visually using diagrams and pictures (see examples in Appendix 3). These diagrammatic and pictorial
representations were significant in exemplifying the interconnectivity between dimensions and
attributes of CC and were deemed essential to include, particularly in relevance to research question b.
Given the abstract nature of these visually representations, it would be challenging to extract the data
in a tabular format. It was agreed that the diagrams and pictures would be extracted and analysed
separately by two of the research members to explore the interrelations of individual competence
components within each model and across different models.
8. Appraisal of studies
The quality of the articles to be included will be assessed using the CASP criterion which includes
criteria pertaining to the aims of the study, suitability of the methodology, design, and methods of data
analysis (CASP 2014). This quality assessment will guide our synthesis, interpretation, and
presentation of discussion in the review article. Each article will be appraised by at least two
reviewers. Any disagreement will be resolved through discussion with a third reviewer.
The nature of meta-ethnography allows the researchers to draw on a range of publications that can
inform the new theorisation of cultural competence. The included articles from the results of the
scoping review were predominantly qualitative studies. However, we recognised the value of the
small number of articles reporting other methods, namely cohort studies and systematic/literature
reviews which yield a conceptualisation of CC. We therefore decided to also include them in the
dataset. We have tested the feasibility of using the applicable CASP checklists to assess quality of the
respective articles (see examples illustrated in Appendix 4).
9. Synthesis of evidence and transfer to research and practice
Meta-ethnography is a valuable qualitative synthesis technique which allows the interpretive
properties of primary data to be considered (Sharma et al. 2015), and allows reviewers to produce new
interpretations that go beyond the findings of individual studies (France et al. 2015). It is also useful
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for understanding inter-relationships across studies and to consider the contextual and social factors
underpinning theoretical frameworks and models (Bearman & Dawson 2013).

According to Noblit and Hare (1988), a meta-ethnographic synthesis should undertake the following
seven stages to complete:
Stage 1: Getting started- determining the research interest and research aims. We completed this stage
through series of group meetings where authors read and discussed sample articles to inform the
design of this protocol.
Stage 2: Deciding what is relevant to the research interest. We achieved this stage by agreeing on our
study selection criteria and conducted initial data collection to explore the potential scope of this field.
Stage 3: Reading the studies to identify recurring themes and concepts. Our intention is to divide the
articles across the five reviewers for repeated and iterative reading. We will use a Word template to
standardise each reviewers’ note-taking and will also allow interpretations and synthesis of reviewers
to be documented. This will create the first order construct (see below in Table 6).
Stage 4: Determining how the studies are related. Noblit and Hare (1988) recommended creating ‘a
list of key metaphors, phrases, ideas and/or concepts used in each account, and to juxtapose them’
(p.28) in order to conceptualise how the extracted studies may relate to each other. All included
articles will be tabulated in an Excel spreadsheet to explore the interrelations among different studies.
Diagrammatic presentations of models will be analysed separately by RG and SL to explore the
interrelations of individual competence components within each model and across different models.
Stage 5: Translating the studies into one another. The concepts, metaphors, and themes will be
continuously and systematically compared within and across accounts to see how they relate to each
other. We will import the Word-based analyses into NVivo for this. The results will form the third
order construct of synthesis.
Stage 6: Synthesising translations. The synthetic results from previous stages will be further
examined and cross-evaluated to generate the final line of argument synthesis. A theoretical model
may be generated based on our synthesis.

Table 6: Definitions of constructs
Term
1st order
construct
2nd order
construct
3rd order
construct

Definition
 Constructs that describe the domains and dimensions of cultural
models/frameworks
 Constructs that underpin the focus, implication, and reflections of
cultural models/frameworks
 The synthesis of both first and second order constructs into a new
model or theory about a phenomenon

Reciprocal
translation
20



Line of
argument
synthesis



The comparison of themes across articles and attempt to match
themes from one paper with another, ensuring that a key theme
captures similar themes from different papers
The development of a new model, theory or understanding by
synthesising and interpreting first and second order themes found
in the text.

Stage 7: Expressing the synthesis. As with other qualitative research, writing constitutes a significant
part of the study as it will consolidate our synthesis and present the results. The quality of the
outcomes will be established through the level of inter subjectivity established with the readers of the
report.

Conclusion

This critical review will provide an up-to-date synthesis of current studies that conceptualise CC
frameworks and models in medical and healthcare settings across international contexts. We expect
the review to result in the construction of a new model that defines CC domains and attributes, with
an exploration of the meanings and interconnectivity between these aspects. The new CC model will
provide a systematic approach and a set of guiding principles for CC, thus creating a more coherent
understanding of this subject which will support high quality educational interventions. Furthermore,
this review will provide greater clarity on how CC models and frameworks facilitate an understanding
of the social responsibilities of healthcare professionals in addressing healthcare inequalities.
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Appendix 2: Example of extracting contextual data
Paper
Code

Date Title

Author

Methods

Context

Discipline

Model

Reflection

2008 Cultural
competence
models in
nursing

Rumay
Alexander

Did not specify

United
States with
a global
perspective

Nursing

Two models are
presented: the adapted
shifting perspective
model & the American
Organisation of Nurse
Executives Guiding
Principles for Diversity
in Healthcare
Organisations

Model One-The adapted shifting
perspective model (understanding of
culture); Model Two-the American
Organisation of Nurse Executives
Guiding Principles for Diversity in
Healthcare Organisations (more of
guidelines rather than model)

2002 The process of
cultural
competence in
the delivery of
healthcare
services: a
model of care

Josepha
CampinhaBacote

Did not specify

United
States with
a global
perspective

Healthcare The process of cultural
competence in the
delivery of healthcare
services (individuallevel focus)
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Campinha-Bacote’s model of cultural
competence is a model for healthcare
providers in all areas of practice,
including clinical, administration,
research, policy development, and
education.
Further development-the Inventory for
Assessing the Process of Cultural
Competence Among Healthcare
Professionals (IAPCC): 20-item
instrument that measurement (details
are mentioned in this article)
Repeated in JL-2, but this article differs
from the previous article by proposing a
model aiming at CC development at the
individual level.

2009 Banks
Margaret
multicultural
Bagnardi
model: a
etc.
framework for
integrating
multiculturalism

Did not specify

United
States with
a global
perspective

Nursing,
education

Banks Multicultural
Model

A theoretical framework to guide
knowledge development and
integration of cultural competence into
health care education.
This is an educational model in nursing
rather than a model conceptualising
cultural competence development

2003 Defining
cultural
competence: A
practical
framework for
addressing
racial/ethnic
disparities in
health and
health care

Joseph
Betancourt;
Alexander
Green; J.
Carrillo et.
al.

literature review

United
States with
a global
perspective

Medicine

A framework of
organisational,
structural, and clinical
cultural competence
interventions can
facilitate the elimination
of these disparities and
improve care for all
Americans.

The framework addresses the three
levels of barriers in providing culturally
competent care

2007 Review paper:
cultural
competence in
mental health
care: a review
of model
evaluations

Kamaldeep
Bhui et al.

systematic review that
included evaluated
models of professional
education or service
delivery

All studies
are in
North
America

Mental
health

The models mentioned in this paper are
evaluation tools rather than descriptive
theoretical models.

2009 A culturally
competent
model of care
for African
Americans

Josepha
CampinhaBacote

did not specify

United
States with
a global
perspective

Nursing,
The process of cultural
Healthcare competence in the
delivery of healthcare
services

This paper focuses on individual-level
CC development targeting at a specific
population. It adopts CampinhaBacote’s model to look at providing
culturally competent care to African
Americans. It has some generalised
cultural knowledge and it seems that
the concept of stereotype has not been
thoroughly discussed in this article.
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2009 Cultural
competence: a
conceptual
framework for
teaching and
learning

Conny
Seeleman,
Jeanine
Suurmond
& Karrien
Stronks

theoretical
conceptualisation
presented with cases

Europe
with a
global
perspective

Medicine

Cultural competence: a
conceptual framework
for teaching and
learning

This framework focuses on the
important aspects in taking care of an
ethnically diverse patient population.
Interesting small cases on cultural
differences are used.

2004 The model of
cultural
competence
through an
evolutionary
concept analysis

Eunyoung
Eunice Suh

evolutionary concept
analysis

United
States with
a global
perspective

Nursing

The Model of Cultural
Competence

Taking into account how cultural
competence is viewed by other
disciplines (medicine, psychology,
education, and social work), a
comprehensive definition, antecedents,
and consequences of cultural
competence in nursing are described
and diagrammed.

2012 Conceptual
framework for
communicating
health and
illness across
cultures

Nataša M.
BakićMirić*,
Aleksandra
S. Gogić,
Nikola M.
Bakić

interview with 20
multidisciplinary
experts

United
States with
a global
perspective

Nursing,
Medicine,
Social
Science

30

Excluded by full text review: no
methodology. No original contribution
to CC. It’s a synthesis of other models
and an extended presentation of these
models. The key models referenced are
included in our review.

2017 Development of
a cross-cultural
HPV
community
engagement
model within
Scotland

Elaine
Carnegiea,
Anne
Whittakera,
Carol Gray
Bruntona,
Rhona
Hoggb,
Catriona
Kennedyc,
Shona
Hiltond,
Seeromanie
Hardinge,
Kevin G
Pollockf
and Janette
Powa

40 participants total.
Seven focus groups
and four paired
interviews, to explore
their views and
experiences of the
HPV vaccine. Using
critical discursive
psychology, the
analysis focused on
young people’s
accounts of barriers
and enablers to
information, access
and uptake of the
HPV vaccination
programme.

Scotland

31

Public
health

This paper illustrates a novel HPV
community engagement model,
inductively constructed from the
accounts of young people from Black,
Asian and other minority ethnic
communities. Implementation of the
model could enable dialogue with
diverse communities, combining a
bottom-up with a top-down approach
where priorities can be set by
policymakers with the delivery guided
by the needs of each specific
community. Tackling diversity in this
way could increase the profile and
future uptake of HPV vaccines.

Appendix 3: Examples of theoretical frameworks and models represented in diagrams and pictures
The Sunrise Model
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The Purnell Model of Cultural Competence
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The PEN-3 Model
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Appendix 4: Examples of CASP quality assessment checklists
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